













Features of Canadian English as 
Described in the English Modules
YAZU Norie
This article explains the features of Canadian English depicted in the 
Canadian version of the KANDA?TUFS English Modules ?Dialog?. 
First I explain the features of the pronunciation of Canadian English 
other than Canadian Raising, mainly comparing them with those of 
American English. Then I explain the present features of Canadian vo-
cabulary, focusing on “Canadianisms,” and Canadian spelling which is 
strongly infl uenced by the British style. Along with these explanations, I 
discuss the changes which Canadian English has experienced since the 
19th century and present a brief history of the formation of Canadian 
English. I also describe the cultural and social aspects depicted in the 
Canadian version. I conclude by focusing on the analysis of the use of 
the well-known Canadian discourse marker and national identity icon, 
“eh,” by presenting an anecdote about the fi lming of the Canadian ver-
sion, in which some of the Canadian actors inserted “eh”s that were not 














































? 1.?sorry, borrow, tomorrow??????????
sorry sOrry ? /r/??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????23.??? CA?
borrow bOrrow ? /r/?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????????????11.????? CA?
tomorrow tomOrrow ? /r/??????????????????? ????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????20.??????? CA?
































































????schedule??????? /?/? tomato? rather???????
/?:/???????????????????????????????




























? “rubbish”?????????38. ?????????? CA?
gas ????????????????????? “gas”???? “gaso-
line”??????????NZ???? “petrol”??29. ??????
????? CA?
fries ???????????????????????? “french fries”?
??? “fries”????????? “chips”???? 27. ??????
????? CA?
mom “mom”? “mother”????????????? ?????????
??????????? “mom”????????????? “mum”
??????34. ??????????? CA?





















? elastic? rubber????????? ??????????? rubber 























?? two? loonie????? toonie?????10. ????? CA?















???????? 85%? “grade one”?????????????????















??? grade one 85% fi rst grade fi rst form
??????
????
bachelor apartment 62% studio apartment studio fl at
ATM bank machine 55% ATM cash dispenser
??????? eavestroughs 55% gutters gutters
??? washroom 50% bathroom, restroom lavatory, loo
???????
????
parkade 33% parking garage car park












































?? Globe and Mail????????????????????????
???????????Pratt 1993:50??1967?????????????










???? The Canadian Style: A guide to Writing and Editing??????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????Pratt 
1993:52?????????????????? 1997??????? The 
Canadian Style???????????Gage?????????????
?????????????????????????????????















































































































? 10.????????? “eh”? 10??????????????
?? ?? ???
1 ????? Nice day, eh? 78%
2 ???? What a game, eh? 73%
3 ????? Thanks, eh? 53%
4 ??? You took the last piece, eh? 47%
5 ???? Think about it, eh? 46%
6 ???????? Eh? What did you say? 39%
7 ???? You’re a real snob, eh? 36%
8 ?????? It goes over here, eh? 34%
9 ???? What are they trying to do, eh? 26%
10 ???????? This guy is up on the 27th fl oor, eh? then… 16%
???Gold & Tremblay ?2006:252???????
???????????????????????? “eh” ?Canadian-










????????Gold & Tremblay 2006:251??
“eh”?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????





















Yes, but it’s been 
ages, eh, so I’m 
probably a bit rusty.
??? “eh”?????? eh??narrative eh????????
???????????? “eh”???????????
???6. ??????????? CA?
Thanks, eh! “eh”???????????????Thanks, eh! ????
????????????????????11. ?????
CA?



































































??????????????????? ?PWGS, 52, 61??
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